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You guessed it – pink is the hot colour trend for Summer 2011.  Actually it is 
Honeysuckle, to be exact!  Imagine raspberry sherbet or a cross between coral 
and fuchsia and you’ll be close to home.  I saw pink coming a few years ago 
while in England at the tradeshow as they emerged a few years ahead of us in 
their pairing of the greys with beautiful shades of pink.  Absolutely gorgeous!   
 
The pink concept moved across the globe, as we then saw the following from the 
2011 Pantone press release, THE colour authority that sets the standard colour 
for the world of fashion and interior decoration:  “Honeysuckle emboldens us to 
face everyday troubles with verve and vigor. A dynamic reddish pink, 
Honeysuckle is encouraging and uplifting. It elevates our psyche beyond 
escape, instilling the confidence, courage and spirit to meet the exhaustive 
challenges that have become part of everyday life. ”   
 
Welcome world to Honeysuckle!  Although not a vibrant pink, but rather, a 
muddier reddish pink more muted than a hot pink, it is still vibrant and 
stimulating. It is a pink that certainly reflects the cheerful character and raises the 
spirit when we see it.   
 
Colour forecasters, such as Pantone, influence our choice in clothes, jewelry, 
and home décor, making it the latest trend.  In 2010 Pantone’s colour was 
turquoise, and yes, we all saw it creep into our wardrooms and homes.  Far more 
lively than turquoise, springtime brought pink pillows, bedspreads, glass accent 
pieces, and more to the home décor shops.  Hot pink velvet chairs adorn our 
showroom floor, as do pillows in pink, accenting a lime green sofa.  
 
Pink is no longer an ‘it’ colour, but rather a new staple.  Last year rose gold 
began to rise in popularity in the jewelry world.  This year I bought a piece of rose 
sterling silver.  And pink is not just for the ladies!   Shell pink, a sophisticated 
version, is one that both men and women can appreciate. It’s more subtle than 
pure pink, with coral undertones and a luminescent feel.  
 
Versatile?  Yes, because this particular pink hue has tones of red that make it a 
bold colour, yet the pink tone embraces this boldness with much needed grace. 
While the colour is sometimes considered easier to use in fashion design, I would 
pair it either dominantly or subtly with creams and undertones of gold, blue-
greens with undertones of orange, or pair it with neutrals like gray and brown.  If 
used with restraint, I see it as a successful colour trend choice in pillow fabric, 
glassware and decorative accessories.  Add bright honeysuckle pink candles, 
vases, throws, drapes, or even just flowers to any room and watch the room 
come alive.  
 
Numerous options exist when adding a twist of pink to your décor.  Slip on those 
rose-coloured glasses and take a walk to the brighter side of life. It’s supposed to 
be good for your health! 


